Biomechanics of the venous wall under simulated arterial conditions.
The failure of vein graft conduits implanted in the arterial circulation has been hypothesized to occur in part due to the exposure of the graft to altered biomechanical and fluid shearing forces. In the present study, these forces are characterized for canine internal jugular veins (IJV) exposed to realistic arterial flow dynamics. Freshly excised vein segments were mounted into a pulsatile perfusion apparatus and exposed to arterial flow conditions (P = 115/75 mmHg and Q = 110 ml min-1) for 2 h. Dynamic measurements of intraluminal pressure and flow rate and vessel wall radial distension were acquired to accurately quantitate the incremental modulus of elasticity; hoop, axial and radial wall stresses; and fluid shearing forces within the vessel. Identical measurements were performed on canine carotid arteries (CCA) to serve as a comparison. Under arterial conditions, IJV segments demonstrated a significant elevation (p less than 0.05) over the CCA in the incremental elasticity modulus, along with a corresponding elevation in hoop and axial wall stresses. Additionally the average wall shearing rate to which the IJV endothelial surface was exposed was a factor of six less than that observed in the CCA. These results are discussed in relationship to the clinical situation of vein graft adaptation to arterial hemodynamics.